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Abstract:
This paper presents findings from recent research exploring black and minority ethnic (BME) students’ experiences of Physical Education teacher education (PETE) in England (Flintoff, 2008). Despite policy initiatives to increase the ethnic diversity of teacher education cohorts, BME students are under-represented in PETE, making up just 2.94% of the 2007/8 national cohort, the year in which this research was conducted. Drawing on in-depth interviews and questionnaires with twenty-five BME students in PETE, the study sought to contribute to our limited knowledge and understanding of racial and ethnic difference in PE, and to show how ‘race’, ethnicity and gender are interwoven in individuals’ embodied, everyday experiences of learning how to teach. In the paper, two narratives in the form of fictional stories are used to present the findings. I suggest that narratives can be useful for engaging with the experiences of those previously silenced or ignored within PE; they are also designed to provoke an emotional as well as an intellectual response in the reader. Given that teacher education is a place where we should be engaging students, emotionally and politically, to think deeply about teaching, education and social justice and their place within these, I suggest that such stories of difference might have a useful place within a critical PETE pedagogy.
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Introduction

This paper presents findings from recent research exploring black and minority ethnic (BME) students’ experiences of Physical Education teacher education (PETE) in England (Flintoff, 2008). In doing so, it has two aims; firstly, to contribute to our limited knowledge and understanding of racial and ethnic difference in Physical Education (PE) (Harrison and Belcher, 2006). Drawing on in-depth interviews and questionnaires with twenty five BME students in PETE, the study sought to move beyond an additive model of difference and show how ‘race’, ethnicity and gender are interwoven in individuals’ embodied, everyday experiences in learning how to teach. Taking an intersectional approach it explored the shifting and diverse nature of social identities and power relations in students’ experiences of PETE.

Secondly, the paper explores the use of narrative inquiry to write and present research findings, and as one way in which physical educationalists might be engaged to critically reflect on their practice in relation to racial discrimination and inequality. Dominant ‘storylines’ of ‘race’ and ethnicity revolve around what Phoenix (2009) and others, has called the ‘normalised absence/pathologised presence’ couplet. The two fictional narratives included here aim to present a different storyline. This storyline foregrounds heterogeneity of experience, agency, and negotiation in relation to power relations, as central to the experiences of becoming a teacher of PE.

The research and policy context

The research was set within a wider policy agenda concerned with increasing the diversity of teacher education cohorts. It extends other studies that have addressed BME students’ and teachers’ experiences of schooling, and career progression, by taking a particular focus on the subject specific context of PETE (e.g. Basit and McNamara 2004; Basit, et al, 2006; Carrington, et al, 2001; Wilkins and Lall, 2011). Whilst recognising the limitations of ethnic monitoring (not least how ‘ethnicity’ is categorised to produce ‘groups’ and ‘labels’ such as ‘BME’ - the term most commonly used in the UK, see Bonnett and Carrington, 2000), the statistics nevertheless do show a significant and enduring ‘race’ gap between the numbers of BME students opting into teaching across all subject areas (at 11%), and those opting specifically for PETE, a much lower figure – just 2.94% (Turner, 2007). PETE as a specific teacher education context in England is overwhelmingly white, a situation that has shifted little over the last decade or so, and that is mirrored elsewhere in Western countries (e.g. Douglas and Halas, 2011).

The Training and Development Agency (TDA) (the government body responsible for teacher education, now the National College for Teaching and Leadership) require institutions to monitor, report and use actual ethnic recruitment figures as a first step to changing and improving practice. The impetus for our research emerged from a professional development seminar for PETE lecturers in 2007 that focused on analyzing the ethnic monitoring data for PETE (Turner, 2007). By the end of the day, a strong rationale emerged to explore BME students’ experiences of PETE, to build on and supplement the picture presented through the
monitoring statistics. As Gilborn and Mirza (2000) noted, whilst statistical analyses of
distribution are useful for describing and highlighting patterns of inequality and point to the
need for action, they are not explanatory, and as such open up the possibility of specific
groups becoming ‘labeled’ as under-achievers, or as ‘problems’ for their low participation, as
measured as deficit against a so-called ‘norm’ or ‘target’. Whilst patterns of differences
_between_ the groups can be highlighted (in this case between what the TDA called ‘majority’
(white) students and BME students), this is at the expense of suppressing those _within_
groups. The danger is that BME students are considered (and indeed constructed) as a homogeneous
group, and different from white students. Our research aimed to provide rich, in-depth,
insights into the heterogeneous experiences of BME students in PETE, including how
processes of racialisation and gendering impacted upon, and were negotiated within, their
experiences of becoming a teacher.

The participants in the study were twenty five, self identified, BME students or recent
graduates drawn from across five English universities offering PETE courses. Given that the
national figures of BME students in PETE in 2007/8, the year of the study, was just 65, we
were pleased with the response to our invitation to join the research. We used anonymous
questionnaires, followed by individual, in-depth interviews conducted by a member of the
research team at the participant’s own university. Interviews lasted between one to two hours,
and were taped with the participants’ consent. Space prevents a full analysis here of some of
the significant methodological issues raised by the study - not least the theoretical and
methodological challenges of operationalising concepts of ‘race’ and ethnicity; the practical
issues and dilemmas involved in recruiting participants for the study; the difficulties of
‘talking race’ personally and professionally, and challenges of representing the experiences of
‘others’. These are explored in full elsewhere (Flintoff and Webb, 2011).

Researching difference – ‘race’ as the missing ‘lens’

Flintoff, Fitzgerald and Scraton (2008) have recently mapped the ways in which difference
has been explored and researched in PE. Difference and inequality, they argue, has never
been a major concern of practitioners and scholars in PE, reflecting the dominance of bio-
behavioural theories of the body over the social sciences within school, university, and
teacher preparation courses (Dowling, 2008; Flintoff, 1993a). In addition, because PE has
been seen as marginal to the broader concerns of schooling, it has often been omitted from
wider, critical debates of schooling and education. In assessing the developing contribution
of this work, Flintoff et al (2008) argue that research in PE has an important contribution to
make to wider debates in education around difference, embodiment, identity and power. For
example, men and women teachers’ bodies have been seen as gendered ‘tools of their trade’
(Webb and Macdonald, 2007). However it is only in the related area of sport that racial
stereotyping based on embodied difference has been highlighted (e.g. Hylton, 2008; Long, et
al, 2009). And as Scraton (2001) argues, all too often, accounts of gender have assumed all
women to be white, and ‘race’, if it has been a focus at all in research in PE and sport, has
largely been taken to be a black male issue.

Flintoff, et al (2008) also highlight that existing research in PE has largely ignored _particular_
differences (such as ‘race’) (but see Azzarito, 2009; Benn, 2002; Benn and Dagkas, 2006;
and tends to underplay the _interrelations_ between forms of social difference such as class,
gender and disability. In this way, PE could be characterised as being ‘one step behind’ the
wider critical debates in education that have addressed the complexity of differences and individuals’ multiple identities (e.g. Archer, Hutchings, & Leathwood, 2001; Mac An Ghail, 1994), or centred black educational experiences (e.g. Mirza, 2009; Mac An Ghail, 1988; Swain, 2003).

A number of scholars have recently begun to respond to these limitations; the work of Benn and Dagkas (Benn, 2002; Dagkas and Benn, 2006), Macdonald, et al (2008) and Knez (2007), for example, has made important contributions. These authors adopt a theoretical lens that places ‘race’, ethnicity and religion at the centre of their studies and identify western and masculine definitions of sport, and racism and Islamophobia as major issues. In addition, a small number of studies have also sought to explore the intersections of ‘race’ and ethnicity in boys’ experiences of PE (e.g. Bramham, 2007; Fleming, 2001), highlighting the complex nature of different masculinities and their reproduction and negotiation within PE settings. These studies aside, the marginalisation of issues of ‘race’ and ethnicity is particularly apparent in PE research (Harrison and Belcher, 2006), and specifically in relation to research on PETE (including my own earlier work). Whilst a developing body of work has highlighted the significance of gender and sexuality for PETE (e.g. Flintoff, 1993a; b; 1994; Brown and Rich, 2002; Dowling, 2006; 2008; Rich, 2001; Sparkes et al, 2007; Sirna, et al, 2010) these studies have tended to adopt what Penney (2002) has called a ‘single issue’ approach – where gender has been fore-grounded as the focus, but with little recognition or analysis of the intersection of gender with other relations of power, particularly ‘race’. As Penney (2002) concludes, these limitations reflect the intellectual and personal biographies of white researchers in PE, who have the power to determine which differences are viewed as noteworthy and get researched, and which get ignored. Our research therefore addresses a number of gaps in our understandings around the racialised and gendered nature of experiences in PETE, as well as contributing to on-going debates around embodiment and identity.

**Theorising race, ethnicity and gender – an intersectional approach**

Although the impact of blackii feminism on PE research has been minimal, elsewhere it has a long history of challenging assumptions around both the homogeneity of women’s experiences, and the universalizing of black women’s experiences (e.g. Brah, 1996; Carby, 1982; Hill Collins, 1991; Mirza, 1997; 2009; Mirza and Joseph, 2012). The recent ‘flurry’ of accounts examining intersectionality from a range of positions (for example, as a concept, or ‘buzzword’, or analytical framework – see Davies, 2009; Pheonix, 2006; Yuval Davies, 2006), are, as Anthias (2012:4) rightly points out, based on ideas that are not new. Intersectionality is ‘essentially a heuristic device for understanding boundaries and hierarchies of social life’. Dominant discourses of ‘race’ and ethnicity have served to reproduce such boundaries and hierarchies through the couplet of ‘normalized absence/pathologised presence’ (Pheonix, 2009). For example, in PE and sport, essentialising discourses of ethnic difference have been used to explain South Asian or girls’ under-representation in participation figures in England. Their absence has been normalized as a result of the ‘problem’ of their culture or religion (e.g. Carroll and Hollinshead, 1993), or as the result of low self-esteem, or motivation (e.g. Shropshire and Carroll, 1997). Conversely the over-representation of (usually male) black athletes has been explained away by reference to a racialised discourse what constructs their talent as ‘natural’ and biological (Long, et al, 1997; 2009; Massaao and Fasttnig, 2010). It is through exploring the heterogeneous, embodied, experiences of BME girls and women that black feminists have challenged these essentialised and homogenized discourses, where racial and ethnic
difference is constructed as ‘deficit’ or ‘Other’. Such critical accounts move beyond additive models of difference and static conceptions of identity, and show how ‘race’, ethnicity and gender are *interwoven* in individuals’ embodied, everyday experiences and lives (e.g. Bhopal and Preston, 2011). However, Mirza (2009) warns of the dangers of privileging experience when constructing a theoretical and methodological framework:

> Appeals to experience risk obscuring regimes of power by naturalising some experiences as normative and others as not, leaving the processes that structure dominance intact.…..Experience, as revealed by black and ethnicised female narrative voices in school ethnographies, research interviews, oral histories …..demonstrates the way in which regulatory, discursive power and privilege are ‘performed’ or exercised in the everyday material world of the socially constructed ‘black woman’ (Mirza, 2009, p.3).

Individual experiences need to be mapped back onto, and illuminate, the workings of broader, social structures and relations. Studies such as Scraton, Caudwell and Holland (2005), Kay (2006) and Ratna (2008) for example, adopt such an approach, exploring shifting social identities *and* power relations in their analysis of women’s experiences of sport. For example, Scraton, Caudwell and Holland’s study revealed black women’s experiences in football (soccer) to be diverse and nuanced, yet at times, reflected common experiences of racialised social relations. Whilst some of their experiences were similar to those of white women’s in football, they also shared experiences of racism similar to those of black male footballers. The authors therefore argue that by centralising and exploring the differentiated and heterogeneous lived experiences of women, the complex and shifting, rather than stable and given, nature of identities can be identified. They conclude that ethnic identity is therefore best seen as a dynamic, embodied and *relational* process, only meaningful when contextualised alongside gender, sexuality, class, and age.

Research needs to explore identities as ‘situated accomplishments’ (Valentine, 2007) in relation to material and discursive structures of inequalities. Similarly, it is important to locate any research about race, ethnicity and religion with the broader social, political and historical contexts of (in this case) ‘multicultural’ Britain, as well as within global discourses of, for example, Islamophobia. The terrorist attacks of September 2001 in the USA, and the 7th July 2005 bombings in London have resulted in an increase in Islamophobia (Cole, 2009). As a result, there has been increasing recognition of, and more sustained focus on, religion and how this is interwoven with culture, ethnicity, nationality and gender in the experiences and lives of Muslim pupils and teachers (e.g. Benn and Dakas, 2006; Knez, 2007; Kay 2006; Walseth, 2006).

Informed by theoretical insights from a range of perspectives such as these, from black feminism and elsewhere, I have found the analytical framework proposed by Anthias (2001; 2008; 2012) useful in exploring BME students’ experiences of PETE (see Flintoff, 2012)iii. Anthias argues that ‘race’ and ethnicity as *social* divisions are produced through the twin processes of differentiation (and identification) and positionality. In order to explore how these operate, she argues that analysis needs to focus on four different ‘societal arenas’, or foci: the experiential, inter-subjective, organizational and the representational, each of which are interlinked. The *experiential* level would be interested in the experiences of BME students, within specific locations, of being defined as ‘different’ (e.g. to what extent do BME students feel a sense of belonging or not in PETE and how this might differ across different spaces or times); the *inter-subjective* level would be interested in the actions and practices that take place in relation to others (e.g. how do white students and staff interact with BME students and vice versa?); the *organizational* level is interested in the institutions’ frameworks for the organisation of ethnic groups and resource allocation (e.g. how is ethnic
diversity visible (or not) in the everyday practices and policies of PETE); and the representational – the symbolic and representational means, the images and language/texts circulating in these spaces (e.g. what kinds of discourses circulate about BME pupils/groups in PE?). By focusing on the processes of differentiation and positionality, rather than static identity categories, she argues that the framework can account for difference at the level of the individual experience and patterns of inequalities. Such an analysis allows for a conception of agency on the part of individuals: identities and relations are not fixed and immutable, but shifting, fluid and specific in time and place. In relation to intersectionality, and specifically this research reported here, the challenge is to explore how it is that ‘race’ takes on gendered or classed inflections for specific people in specific places and times within the arenas of organisation, representation, inter-subjectivity and experience (Anthias, 2012).

**Writing to make a difference**

In presenting some of the study’s findings here, I address Smart’s (2009) call to consider innovative and engaging ways of doing, and particularly, writing sociological research. She calls for us to take more risks in our work in order to give more of a voice to the lives and experiences of our participants. And whilst she recognises that we are increasingly using different kinds of methods in order to try to do this, she is also concerned about how we write our research, and what difference it makes. For example, she argues that too much of our work has been ‘tidied up’ in the process of writing up, so that emotions and feelings - such an important part of participants’ experiences - are written out. We have a responsibility to our participants, but also to our readers, to capture their imagination and sentiments, as well as to simply convey knowledge.

As a PETE educator, engaging readers – in this case, student teachers - is an everyday challenge. How do I engage students in critical reflection about issues of equity and social justice in ways that help them become better teachers when the sessions they really seem to value are those on the soccer field, or in the gym, rather than my sociological classroom? (Flintoff, 1993a; Dowling, 2011; Flintoff and Fitzgerald, 2012). I have lost count of the number of times when the response has been - ‘too long’, or ‘not relevant to teaching PE’- after asking students to share their initial responses to a seminar reading I have selected with care. Their reading often fails to engage them in any meaningful way. They constructs gaps between ‘theoretical’ work - done in a classroom and, in their minds, a long way from the ‘realities’ of teaching PE - and the ‘real work’ of becoming a PE teacher, the practical activity sessions, where they learn really useful ‘knowledge’ about how to teach hockey, or soccer and so on. How, then, can we help students make the link between their individual practices as teachers, and power relations and inequalities?

Narrative analysis has been suggested as one means that writers might better engage, interest and really move readers, for example, through the use of stories (Richardson and Adams St Pierre, 2005) or counter-storytelling (Solorzano and Yosso, 2002). Although arguably still far from established in PE and sport studies, there is now a range of work that has employed narrative inquiry methods such as poetic representations; auto ethnography and fictional ethnography to construct and write research differently (e.g. Dowling, 2001; Dowling, Fitzgerald and Flintoff, 2012; Douglas and Carless, 2009; Hickey and Fitzclarence, 1999; Sparkes, 1997; Smith and Sparkes, 2004). In choosing to write and present their research in these different ways, the authors seek a different kind of response from the reader to that created by the realist or scientific tale (Sparkes, 2002). Facts, events, identities, experiences
are rearranged into stories that set out to evoke an emotional as well as an intellectual response, and are judged accordingly. In this way, narratives are presented as useful ways in which individuals can be ‘touched by’ the issues at stake. The use of narrative has also been suggested as being particularly beneficial for addressing sensitive and/or ‘taboo’ issues (Douglas and Carless, 2009; Carless, 2011), or those previously silenced or ignored in PE and sport. Given the challenge of engaging white teacher education candidates in critical reflection on ‘race’ and racism (e.g. see Gaine, 2001; Housee, 2012; Lander, 2011; Solomon, et al, 2005), narrative methods might have a place. However, whilst relatively new to scholars in PE and sport, it is important not to forget that such narrative inquiry has a long history in feminist research (Chase, 2005). Black women have long used stories to highlight the painful experiences of racism, colonialism and sexism (e.g. Mirza, 2009; Bhattacharyya, 1997; Phoenix, 2009) - even if white feminists have not always acknowledged or heard these. Counter storytelling has also been proposed as a tool to help with ‘exposing, analyzing and challenging majoritarian stories of racial privilege’ (Solorzano and Yosso, 2002; 32).

There are multiple definitions of narrative inquiry and what it means to analyze narrative accounts (see Dowling, 2012). Here I have adopted the role of the ‘storyteller’ (Polkinghorne, 1995), and use data drawn from across all of the 25 interviews with the insights from the theoretical framework outlined above, to construct two fictional stories. Their aim is to provide interesting and explanatory tales about the processes of racialisation and gendering in PETE. As Dowling (2012, drawing on Smith and Sparkes, 2008; 21) suggests, such explanatory stories ‘do the work of analyzing and theorising…storytellers move away from abstract theorizing and explaining towards the goal of evocation, intimate involvement, engagement and embodied participation with stories’. In this sense, then, the stories (should) speak for themselves (Dowling, 2012). In the concluding section, however, I point to some of the ways in which the tales could be explored using the intersectional lens proposed by Anthias.

The first story, ‘Miss Whitney’, focuses on a mixed ‘race’ woman in the moments just prior to, and at the beginning of teaching a dance lesson on her first teaching practice in a predominantly white school. The second, entitled ‘Miss, Are you a Terrorist?’ is about an Asian Muslim woman negotiating a place within PE with her parents, after experiencing a racist attack on her way home from universityiv.

‘Miss Whitney’

The bell for next lesson rings loudly, followed by hundreds of pairs of feet hurtling down the corridor. The noise is deafening. “Walk slowly! Don’t push, you’ll not get there any quicker!” I shout, but there’s no order, I’ve lost the battle. “All right Whitney?” shouts Tim, the head of department, rudely pushing two boys out of his way to reach my side. “Can you manage this lot do you think, being such a youngster? Dance? Well, you’ve got the advantage anyway, natural rhythm, and all that, eh, and especially with your body! His eyes sweep slowly down the top of my shirt, then he glances quickly up at me and grins. “You’ll love it, won’t you Darren?” elbowing one of the bigger, stockier, boys nearby. I recognise him as the captain from last night’s winning cricket team. His shirt tail hangs out over one side of his trousers, mud colouring both knees, testimony to the morning break kick about. A large, loose, knot on his tie, offering up a defiant challenge to the school’s dress regulations. The team’s win had been announced in assembly. Darren had collected the cup from the Head to loud cheering and clapping. Cricket’s the
game here, apparently and it was the first time we’d won the league. A proud moment for the whole school….. “Do we have to Sir?” Darren complains loudly. “Dance is for poofs! Why can’t I do athletics with you, Sir?” Tim smacks him playfully on the head, laughing as he responds. “You’ll be OK. Miss Whitney knows how to dance, don’t you Miss Whitney? She’ll give you boys a good time I’m sure!”

A hot flush sweeps slowly up my face and I turn away struggling to hide my embarrassment, anger, try to regain composure, as Tim - all six foot of him - strides purposefully towards the equipment cupboard, swinging his whistle, clip board under one arm, oblivious to my discomfort. What’s worse, the nickname, the throw-away line undermining me in front of the kids in one quick move, or that it’s always dance he seems to have a problem with? I’m not sure. Well, all of them actually! I feel a hard knot of frustration gathering in my chest, like a bad bout of indigestion, only worse. I know I won’t do anything, say anything to challenge him. I can’t. First teaching practice and challenging the head of department – Get real! But all this stuff from uni about ‘learning from experienced teachers’ – bloody hell! I’m really learning such a lot from him! Jonathan seems to be getting on ok with him though. Seems like they’re best mates, especially since Friday night’s drinking session celebrating the cricket. I thought it would be good, having two of us going to the same school, we could support each other - but I never see him, he’s always off to football practice or rugby practice or something, with Tim, all matey, matey.

Coaxing the stragglers into the gym, I tell myself, again, just a few more weeks and then you’ll be back in university, stick it out, laugh it off - just survive. Helen had to explain the Whitney stuff to me. I didn’t get it at first. “You know”, she said, laughing, “Whitney Houston, the black singer? Her song, I wanna Dance with Someone?” Right. Ok, great. So what if I am a bit different from the average PE teacher being mixed ‘race’ - I’m certainly the only one on my course anyway! And in this school, well, I do stand out. But get over it, I want to tell him, there’s a multicultural world out there, you know. You ought to open your eyes a bit more! But of course I don’t. I daren’t – he’s writing my report. He’s the expert! Joanne’s good, she tried to intervene once, but he laughed it off, saying she needed to chill out, that she was being an ‘old woman’ – and couldn’t she see it was only a joke. There’s obviously no love lost between those two. I’m so glad Joanne’s my mentor and not Tim! She’s really helpful, doesn’t have a problem. Treats me the same. And the kids are ok. They were always asking at first, “Oh Miss you’ve got a good suntan, where’s that from? “ How do you do your hair like that?” But that’s different. Kids are just like that, it’s the way they are. That one kid saying, yesterday, that it was great to have a PE teacher like her, was fantastic. That’s what really counts! Just keep my head down and try and fit in. That’s what Mum says I should do. Of course it’s different for me, I can fit in more than she can. She doesn’t say much but you can tell it was bad for her when she was training– there weren’t many black people around there then at all. And especially when she met Dad and moved to Barnstock, which is totally white. In a way, college has been no different for me – my school was all white, my friends were all white, so university wasn’t anything new really. I didn’t expect there to be hundreds of us so it was ok. But then sometimes it all comes back, hits you slap bang in the face. When we talk about ‘race’ at uni, it’s like they totally forget I’m black or that I’m even in the room! They say oh people aren’t racists nowadays and then the stuff they come out with, I can’t believe it! Asians don’t want to do this because of their religion or culture or stuff. And when James said that his PE teacher had told him he
wouldn’t get a place at this uni because they would pick people from different races over him because of filling their quotas - that hurt. Hurt a lot. I just sat there, sat on my hands, waiting for the lecture to end; I couldn’t say anything. Why should I say anything anyway? Tony did try to challenge him, but I didn’t hear his comments– there was too much blood pounding around in my ears. I was just thinking, let me get out of here! It wouldn’t have made a difference whatever Tony had said – James had said it, hadn’t he?

“Miss, do we have to go in bare feet or can we wear trainers?” My attention snaps back to the lesson, and I move into the studio, encouraging them to choose bare feet, better for dance. Two girls sit huddled against the wall at the far end, near the CD player. As I turn on the music, I hear, “I’m so fat I have been to the gym three times this week!” “Well, look at this, ugg!” - Lucy, I think she is called – responds, pinching her midriff between thumb and forefinger. Worrying about body fat at twelve - but I can’t deal with this right now… Turning back to the group I start the lesson. “Ok, remember the warm up we did last week. Let’s try it again…. ok, find a space and follow me!” Peter gets to his feet. He’d been sitting patiently - he always does - waiting quietly for the lesson to begin, with his hands wrapped around his bony knees, his long legs folded into his body. No one is sitting with him, he seems a bit of a loner, but sometimes, I see him really come out of himself, like he connects with the music and really begins to move well. I think he’s beginning to enjoy dance…. Too late, I see the elbow dig hard into his ribs followed by Peter’s “ouch”; and see him turn to identify the culprit. Stuart, Darren’s mate, is smirking “Hey spasso, watch it, that was my space! Go find your own!” I pretend to not see, turning to adjust the music instead. I cop out, all the while, thinking I shouldn’t have ignored that. But I can’t do everything. I remember my mentor’s feedback from last week - “Concentrate on getting a good start – get them active quickly, with a brisk opener that will set the scene.” Easy for him to say….Anyway, what I’m learning is that becoming a teacher means a hell of a lot more than just teaching kids how to dance.

Miss, are you a terrorist?

I’ve reached the door, but stand outside, uncertain whether to go in. I shiver, suddenly cold, clammy skin, though the evening’s warm. Minutes pass. Pull yourself together, come on now, breathe, it’s fine, I tell myself. It’s not that bad. My hand shakes as I reach up to explore my swollen cheek. The now-useless, sodden tissue leaks blood which runs slowly down my arm onto my coat sleeve. A dull, throbbing headache begins behind my temples. Why? Why me? I begin to cry again, I can’t stop myself. I know I have to go and face them, but I know what they will say, well what Mum will say. But I’m already late and they’ll be expecting me. I need to go in.

I struggle with the key in the lock, push open the door and move into the warmth of the kitchen. Cooking smells linger. I had hoped they’ll be out for the evening. But they’re sitting at the table finishing their meal, talking over their day. Their quiet conversation halts abruptly as they turn to greet me and see that’s something wrong. Dad rushes over, and his arm around my back feels comforting; I collapse heavily onto the nearest chair, my college bag dropping to the floor. I can’t look at Mum’s face, but know she is beginning to cry. She asks me over and over again, “What’s happened love, oh Nadia, what’s happened”. Dad rushes to get the first aid box, and wets cotton wool at the sink. “Here use this, gently now” he says, handing it to me to replace the tissue.
I try to explain but it’s hard. I don’t really know. One minute, I’m walking home from uni having said saying goodbye to Lucy, next I’m sprawled on the floor, dizzy and disorientated. A half brick lying next to me on the ground. The weapon, I guess. “I didn’t see what they looked like. They were on the other side of the road, we’re talking, we didn’t take much notice”. “Let’s take a look at that now” Dad interjects as he slowly peels away the cotton wool and inspects the wound. “I don’t think it’ll need a stitch, but keep pressing to stop the blood for now. You were obviously just in the wrong place at the wrong time”, he adds reassuringly, but I notice the concern showing in his eyes nevertheless. “I’ll be ok, I think they must’ve been drunk or something”, I respond weakly, lying. I know full well it was my headscarf that had marked me out for their target practice. I’d heard their taunts. But whatever I say, it’s still not what Mum wants to hear, and we slip into the conversation we’ve had so many times before.

“I just don’t understand why you want to put yourself in that situation. How can you be a good Muslim and be a PE teacher? Your sister is fine, medicine’s different, different people down there, nice people. Why choose to mix with non-Muslims all the time? Look what happens when you do”. I try and suggest that what’s happened this evening has nothing to do with my choice of career. That it could happen anywhere. She’s not convinced. “Why don’t you stop?” she pleads quietly. “Won’t you stop now?”

Sighing, I glance at Dad for support. He was the same initially, didn’t want me to teach, but after he saw I was getting good at sport, that I was serious about it, he’s been really good. I’ve wanted to be a PE teacher since I was fourteen! I know he’s had to put up with a lot of grief, particularly from his mum and dad and the cousins. Teaching was ok as a career, but teaching PE? Spending three or four years learning how to throw a ball? For what? No way could they get their heads around that! All they see is footballers on the telly, getting into fights, singing and drinking after the game. I’d daren’t tell them that there’s some of that at uni too. It’s the most difficult thing for me, not the lectures, not the learning, that’s great! I’ve enjoyed every minute of that. It’s just difficult, the social side, if everything is about alcohol – I’m not seen as a team player because I can’t join in. Even at school, teachers want to talk to you about your lesson down the pub. I haven’t told Mum and Dad that, of course.

I respond firmly, “But Mum, it’s important I’m there, I can educate kids, so things like this don’t happen in the future to other people. Remember when I told you about my first few minutes at Brackenridge school, the all white school in Easingby where I did my first practice, when that kid called me a terrorist and asked whether I believed in killing people because I was Muslim? I made a difference there, just by being there, I know I did. Being a Muslim and a woman and teaching PE! But also, you know, I told you about those sessions I taught with Mr Brown’s PSHE group on stereotyping and Islam, remember that? Using us as the example?”

“I wasn’t too pleased you’d used that photo of me, though” Dad joked, trying his best to lighten the atmosphere, “it was hardly me at my best”. “Yeah Dad, but it got the message across!” I responded. “When I put up it up next to the picture of Bin Laden, they could see that you both looked the same, but that’s all. I could show them that that was how stereotyping worked, through ignorance, and fear. It is important, Mum, it really is. I can educate them, and give them a different story to their Daily Mail front pages - ‘Muslims and The War on Terror! They need people like me in teaching. I’m actually a real
resource for schools if they choose to look at me that way. Mr Brown certainly saw me that way”.

Concluding comments

Miss Whitney and Nadia’s stories reveal the complex ways in which ethnic, racial and religious identities ‘get done’ in PETE – in this case, through glimpses into the everyday interactions between students, their teacher mentors, and the pupils (Sirna, et al, 2010). Their developing professional identities are inextricably linked to their different ethnic, religious, gendered and sexualized identities and family circumstances. Gendered and racialised power relations are experienced and negotiated on a moment by moment basis, through everyday interactions with the pupils and teachers, the ‘micro-aggressions’ (Kohli and Solorzano, 2012) of gendered and racialised jokes and ‘banter’, physical violence, and irrevocably linked to the ‘colour blind’ PETE curriculum, and the male, white, organizational culture of PE.

Individuals experience, negotiate and resist in different ways at different times across the varied spaces of PETE. For example, at the experiential and intersubjective levels, the interaction between ‘Miss Whitney’, and Tim, her male head of department, and one of the pupils, Darren, before her lesson illustrates the fluid and complex way in which power relations work and intersect. Tim’s use of the nickname, ‘Miss Whitney’ to address her publicly in front of the pupils, serves to racialise and ‘Other’ her through the use of crude stereotyping; if she is black then she must have ‘natural’ rhythm and be good at dance. However, this interaction is also sexualized and gendered: she is objectified by Tim’s gaze, and his inaction in relation to Darren’s homophobic comment about dance both reflects and reproduces the gendered and hetero-normative discourses underpinning the PE curriculum, and women’s positioning within the subject area. As a woman PE teacher, her involvement in a ‘feminine’ activity such as dance, (in contrast to the ‘high status’ ‘male’ game of cricket), marks her as ‘low value’ in the gendered activity hierarchies within PE (Sparkes, et al, 2007); her position as a student teacher compounds this still further. Yet her experiences are not determined totally by her ethnicity or gender; she is beginning to develop her professional identity and skills as a teacher, and recognise her role in the social relations played out in her own classroom, and in making a difference to boys’ and girls’ experiences. Nadia’s experience of gender, sexuality and ‘race’ is different: her embodied faith (Benn, et al, 2011), signified by her hijab, results in a violent attack and shows the importance of attending to the different ways in which racism can be perpetuated and experienced. Religion, culture and family are social and discursive practices that impact on Nadia’s gendered experiences of becoming a PE teacher, but not in straightforward determining ways. She has been able to negotiate a move into PE teaching, despite the concerns of her family, and draws on her religious and cultural identity, proactively, as a central part of her professional identity and pedagogy.

The women’s experiences show the interconnectedness of their different personal and professional identities, but they also show their challenges of learning to work with difference, in their own practices, with pupils. In this sense, their stories show the significant disjuncture between the disembodied, ‘objective’ and technocratic discourses dominating their teacher training, and their own subjective, embodied experiences. Over the last twenty years or so, teacher education in England has seen significant shifts away from reflection and theoretical concerns of equality and social justice, towards practically based ‘competencies’ and skills enshrined in the qualified teacher status ‘standards’ (Mahony and Hexhall, 1997,
Student teachers are graded first and foremost on their abilities to plan, structure and deliver lessons that show knowledge and understanding of subject content – including the importance of a good brisk warm up!

The government’s most recent changes to teacher education seem set to ‘harden’ such technocratic approaches to teaching. For example, increased numbers of teachers will be trained through school-based routes, including the new School Direct (Department for Education, DfE, 2012a), where schools will select and train student teachers, liaising with a university for input into that training, as they see fit. In addition, the new ‘Teachers’ Standards’ by which new entrants to the profession will be judged (DfE, 2012b) are worryingly silent on issues of equity and social justice, making no reference at all to the ways in which ‘race’, ethnicity or gender might impact on pupils’ experiences, or that this might be useful knowledge for new teachers to acquire. As school intakes become increasingly ethnically diverse, the challenge of selecting and educating new teachers to reflect the wider population they will go on to serve becomes increasingly evident, and urgent. PETE has some way to go before it can claim the successes seen in other subject areas in widening the participation of BME candidates choosing teaching as a career. And yet, as these stories show, it is not simply a question of implementing widening access strategies, and recruiting more BME ‘role models’ (Carrington and Skelton, 2003). We need better knowledge and understanding of the ways in which ‘race’ relations are constituted through PE practices, and how individuals resist and negotiate these. These stories show the significance of adopting an intersectional lens to reveal the complex and shifting ways in which religion, gender, ‘race’ and embodiment intersect in experiences of PETE. Further research exploring the intersectionality of social relations in PETE must also take account more explicitly of social class, a difference not specifically addressed in these particular stories.

I also suggest that there may be a need for us to consider how we write research in order to make a difference. Fictional stories might be one way to engage the reader about racism and sexism, moving them in an emotional as well as in an intellectual sense. Teacher education is a place where we should be engaging students, emotionally but also politically, to think deeply about teaching, education and social justice, and their place within these (Cochran-Smith, 2004). ‘Stories of difference’ like these might therefore have a useful place in a critical PETE pedagogy.
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Notes

1 Despite the fact that the 2000 amendment to the UK Race Relations Act (1976) has strengthened the requirement for all public authorities to promote ‘race’ equality and good ‘race’ relations (Commission for Racial Equality/now the Equality and Human Rights Commission, 2008), research such as Callender, et al, (2006), suggest there is little evidence that the gathering of statistics on ethnicity actually results in changed practices.

ii I use the term ‘black feminism’ here, and draw mainly on the work of black British feminists, whilst recognising the dangers that this might suggest, erroneously, a homogeneous black feminist ‘voice’.
Elsewhere I have argued for a ‘middle ground’ approach between modernism and post modernism, to explore racialised and gendered experiences of PE and PETE (Flintoff, et al, 2008; Flintoff, 2012). Drawing on Archer, et al, 2001:42), research adopting such a position ‘share a general treatment of ‘race’, class, gender sexuality and disability as fluid, shifting and non-discrete identities and hold a common awareness and commitment to addressing the associated, very ‘real’ inequalities’. Alternative frameworks, such as Hill Collins’ Matrix of Domination, or Critical Race Theory have been used (e.g. Stride (2008) has used Hill Collins to explore Muslim girls’ experiences of PE and sport; Hylton (2008), Critical Race theory for an examination of sport).

I recognise the important way in which language can construct difference and acknowledge the complex debates over the use of terms such as Asian, black, black and ethnic minority. I use the term Asian here because of its use by the (then) TDA in their monitoring. In the UK, the term Asian is commonly used to describe people of Pakistani, Indian, and Bangladeshi heritage. See Aspinall (2002) for a useful discussion.

The specific context of the research in England is important here, particularly in relation to the social and cultural organisation of PE. In many secondary schools (11-18 years) in England, boys and girls continue to be taught separately in single sex groups, with different curricular activities being offered, reflecting strong gendered ideas about physicality (Scraton, 1992). Whilst schools do offer dance to mixed groups, this is often to younger aged children (11/12 years), and delivered by women, not men teachers, and would rarely form a significant part of the curriculum (Waddington, et al, 1998; Evans, et al, 1996). Although figures are difficult to obtain, white, young men predominate in key decision making positions such as heads of department (Penney, et al, 2002).
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